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Abstract

Text documents convey valuable information about entities
and relations between entities that can be exploited in struc-
tured form for data mining, retrieval, and integration. A
promising direction is a family ofpartially-supervisedre-
lation extraction systems that require little manual training.
However, the output of such systems tend to be noisy, and
hence it is crucial to be able toestimatethe quality of the ex-
tracted information. We present Expectation-Maximization
algorithms for automatically evaluating the quality of the ex-
traction patterns and derived relation tuples. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method on a variety of relations.

1 Overview

Text documents convey valuablestructuredinformation. For
example, medical literature contains information about new
treatments for diseases. More specifically, information ex-
traction systems can identify particular types of entities (such
as company, location, and person names) and relationships
between entities (mergers and acquisitions of companies, lo-
cations of company headquarters, and names of company ex-
ecutives) in natural language text for storage and retrieval in
a structured database [7]. Once created, the database can be
used to answer specific questions quickly and precisely by
retrieving answers instead of complete documents, for so-
phisticated query processing, for integration with relational
databases, and for traditional data mining tasks.

A fundamental problem in information extraction is how
to train an extraction system for an extraction task of inter-
est. Traditionally, this training required substantial human
effort and hence the development of information extraction
systems was generally expensive and time consuming. An
attractive approach to reduce the training cost, pioneered by
Brin [3], is to start with just a handful of “seed” tuples for the
relation of interest, and automatically discover extraction pat-
terns for the task. These patterns, in turn, help discover new
tuples for the relation, which could be used as new seed tuples
for a next iteration of the process. In practice, however, this
bootstrapping approach requires distinguishing between valid
and invalid tuples proposed by the system. We present gen-
eral Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithms for estimat-
ing pattern and tuple confidence. Our specific contributions
include:
• A formalization of the pattern confidence estimation

problem (Section 2).
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• A general EM-based method for estimating the confi-
dence of automatically generated patterns and the ex-
tracted relation tuples (Section 3).

• An evaluation of different pattern weighting methods
over multiple relation extraction tasks (Section 5).

2 Partially Supervised Relation Extraction

Our goal is to extract structured relations betweennamed en-
tities (e.g., a company name, a location name, or a name of
a drug or a disease) from unstructured documents with min-
imal human effort. These entities can be identified in a doc-
ument by anamed entity tagger(e.g., [2]), which assigns
a predefinedentity typeto each entity (e.g., all recognized
“company” entities will be assigned the “ORGANIZATION”
type). To determine if a tuple is a valid instance of a rela-
tion, we need to examine the documents –and associatedtext
contexts– where the tuple occurs. For example, a text frag-
ment “The headquarters of Google are in Mountain View”
supports the validity of tuplet = 〈Google, Mountain View〉
for the relationCompanyHeadquarters. More formally, given
a relationR(A1, . . . , An) and a document collectionD, we
want to extract all valid tuples forR from D, using the text
contexts associated with each tuple to estimate its validity.

While our confidence estimation approach is general, for
concreteness we describe it in the context of theSnowball
information extraction system [1].Snowballextracts a re-
lation from text by starting with just a handful of exam-
ple tuples for the relation. ASnowballextraction pattern as
a tuple〈acceptor1, e1, acceptor2, e2, . . . , en, acceptorn+1〉,
whereacceptor1, . . . , acceptorn+1 are rules for determining
whether a text span is “appropriate” or not, ande1, . . . , en are
the named-entity types or tags of the relation attributes, in the
order in which the pattern expects them to appear. To match
a text context, each acceptor assigns a score to the respective
text span, which determines the degree to which the text span
is deemed appropriate for the target relation.

We explored three complementary classes of acceptor rules
for Snowball:

• String Match Acceptors (DIPRE): A string acceptor
consists of a single rule comprised of a text string and
a scoring function that returns1 if a given text span
matches the text string associated with the rule and0 oth-
erwise. This approach to relation extraction is proposed
in [3], where extraction patterns equivalent to those us-
ing string-match acceptors were used for extracting re-
lations from unstructured HTML documents.
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• Vector Space Acceptors (VS): Patterns that require ex-
act string matches may be too rigid a choice for many re-
lations. For example, text spans “renovated headquarters
in,” “’s spacious headquarters in,” and many other anal-
ogous variations should be acceptable for theCompany-
Headquartersrelation. In order to match a text span with
the corresponding vector-space acceptorV Si, we repre-
sentsi as a vector of featuresvi with associated weights.
We compute thescoreof vi and vector-space acceptor
V Si as the cosine similarity [12] betweenvi andVS i.
The overall score of the text context and a vector-space
pattern is a linear combination of the respectiveScore
values. In order to generate a pattern,Snowballgroups
occurrences of known tuples in documents, if the con-
texts surrounding the tuples are similar.

• Classifier AcceptorsNB: Snowballcan use as an accep-
tor rule aclassifiertrained to assign higher probability
to the tuples extracted from “valid” contexts than to the
tuples from “invalid” contexts. Here, the scoring func-
tion is just the score assigned to the text span by the re-
spective classifier. In our setting we train a Naive-Bayes
classifier on occurrences of seed tuples as positive ex-
amples and example contexts automatically recognized
as containing invalid tuples.

2.1 Extracting and Evaluating New Tuples After gener-
ating extraction patterns for a target relation and a document
collection,Snowballscans the collection documents to dis-
cover new tuples using Algorithm 1.Snowballfirst identifies
candidate text contexts that contain the target entities. A can-
didate tupletCA is generated from a candidate contextCCA

if there is at least a patternP such thatMatch(P,CCA) ≥
τscore, whereτscore is theextraction similarity thresholdfor
the minimum degree of match between a text context and an
extraction pattern. If theBestScorevalue of a candidate text
context and an extraction pattern is at leastτscore, we add
the candidate tupletCA to the set ofCandidateTuples. Each
candidate tuple will, have a number of patterns that helped
generate it with an associated degree of match.

Snowballuses the extracted tuples as seed to further ex-
pand the set of extraction patterns. Invalid tuples can poten-
tially be used as seed tuples for a later iteration of the algo-
rithm. This might result in even more invalid tuples being
generated. To prevent this, we only keep tuples that have a
high confidence. To estimate the confidence of a candidate
tuple tCA, we analyze the set of patterns{P1, . . . , Pk} that
producedtCA, together with the degree of match between
the context in whichtCA occurred and the matching pattern.
Let us assume for the moment that we know the probability
Prob(Pi) with which each patternPi generates valid tuples.
If these probabilities are independent of each other, then the
probability that the candidate text contextCCA is valid can
be calculated as:

Prob(CCA is valid) = 1 −
k∏

i=1

(1 − Prob(Pi))

Since we do not know the value ofProb(Pi) exactly, we
will approximate it asConf(Pi) (Section 3). By substituting
this approximation into the equation above, and scaling the

Algorithm ExtractTuples(Patterns, Documents)

CandidateTuples= {};
foreach documentin Documentsdo

candidateContexts= generateTextContexts(document);
foreachcontextCCA in candidateContextsdo

BestScore= 0;
foreachpatternP in Patternsdo

Score= Match(P,CCA);
if Score≥ BestScorethen

BestPattern= P;
BestScore= Score;

end
end
if BestScore≥ τscore then

Create candidate tupletCA from CCA;
Associate patternBestPatternwith tCA,
with match degreeBestScore;

Add tCA to CandidateTuples;
end

end
end
return CandidateTuples

Figure 1: Extracting tuples from documents for a relation

confidence by the degree of match between the pattern and
each context, we compute theconfidenceof a candidate tuple
tCA generated by extraction patternsP1, . . . , Pk as:

Conf (tCA) = 1 −
k∏

i=1

(1 − Conf (Pi) ·Match(Pi, C
i
CA)) (2.1)

whereCi
CA is the text context associated with the occurrence

of tCA that matchedPi with highest degree of match, ad-
justed by the degree of match betweenPi andCi

CA.
After specifying the confidence of the candidate tuples

using the definition above,Snowballdiscards all tuples that
have low confidence and include as seed for the next iteration
the tuples that have confidence of at leastτseed, whereτseed

is a threshold set during the system tuning. We now turn to
estimating the quality of the extraction patterns.

3 Estimating Extraction Pattern Confidence

Deriving goodextraction patterns (and identifying such pat-
terns among the candidates) is a challenging task. We con-
sider two different ways of automatically evaluating the qual-
ity of extraction patterns. The first approach exploits relation
constraints (e.g., the key constraints) to automatically detect
“negative” pattern matches. The second, more general EM-
based approach does not require such constraints, focusing
instead on the patterns that tend to match the seed tuples.

Constraint-Based Confidence Estimation:In this ap-
proach, we invalidate an extracted tuple forR if it violates
any of the known integrity constraints forR. Any such tu-
ple would count as a “negative” match for all patterns that
generated it. The constraints that we can utilize include key
constraints (i.e., requiring key attributes of a tuple to uniquely
determine the remaining attribute values), domain constraints
(i.e., the values of an attribute are restricted to a particular do-
main or range), and identity constraints (e.g., attributes of the
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same tuple must not be equal).
Intuitively, a selective pattern will have many positive

matches, and few negative ones. Accordingly, we define the
confidenceof a patternP as:

Conf (P ) =
P.positive

P.positive + P.negative
(3.2)

whereP .positive is the number of positive matches forP and
P .negative is the number of negative matches. Our definition
of confidence of a pattern above is only one among many
possibilities (e.g., as described in [1, 11] and others).

The techniques for automatic pattern evaluation described
above rely on the existence of constraints (e.g., the key
constraint) over the target relations.

EM-Based Confidence Estimation:This approach is
based on the observation that an extraction pattern can be re-
garded as a classifier that assigns some score to a text context.
If labeled data were available, we could estimate the accuracy
of the “classifiers” by using cross-validation, trusting their
predictions accordingly. Unfortunately, in a partially super-
vised scenario where labeled data is not available, we cannot
apply standard cross-validation techniques. However, we can
apply recent developments in the area ofpartially supervised
text classification (e.g., [10]) to our problem.

Our ScorePatternsEMalgorithm is shown in Figure 2. As
input, the algorithm accepts a set of extraction patterns (Pat-
terns), a set of positive seed tuples (SeedP ), a set of negative
seed tuples (SeedN , which could be an empty set), a set of
all extracted tuples (Tuples, all generated by thePatterns),
and the maximum number of iterations of the algorithmMax-
Iteration. In the initialization stage, all candidate tuples in
Tuplesare assigned a confidence score of0, and allSeedtu-
ples are assigned the confidence score of1. In the expectation
stage of the algorithm, we update the confidence of each pat-
tern Pj using the positive and negative counts of matching
tuples (Equation 3.2), and compute the confidence ofPj as
in Equation 3.2. In the maximization stage of the algorithm,
we compute the confidence of each tuple as in Equation 2.1.
This process is iteratedMaxIterationtimes.

The EM-Spy Pattern Evaluation Algorithm: The
ScorePatternsEMalgorithm above sometimes converges on
excessively high confidence scores for patterns and tuples.
To address this problem, we adapt an extension of the classic
EM classification algorithm, recently presented in [10] for
document classification.

TheScorePatternsEM-Spyalgorithm is shown in Figure 3.
During the initialization stage, a set ofSpytuples is created
as a random subset (e.g., half) of theSeedP positive seed
tuples. Then, theScorePatternsEMis initialized with the
remaining (non-“spy”)SeedPS tuples, and an empty set of
SeedN negative seed tuples. TheScorePatternsEMalgorithm
runs forMaxIterationiterations as described above, adjusting
the confidence scores of all candidate tuples not included as
SeedPS parameter toScorePatternsEM, which includes our
Spytuples. We then automatically set the cutoff confidence
value for the tuples that are most likely to be valid, based
on the distribution of confidence values for the “spy” tuples.
TheScorePatternsEMalgorithm is then reinitialized with the

Algorithm ScorePatternsEM(Patterns, SeedP , [SeedN ,] Tuples,
MaxIteration)

initialize Conf(Ti) = 0 for each tupleTi in Tuples;
initialize Conf(Ts) = 1 for each tupleTs in SeedP ;

foreach iteration in 1, . . . ,MaxIteration do
//E step: predict pattern confidence scores
foreachpatternPj in Patternsdo

Pos= Neg= 0;
foreach tupleTi generated byPj do

if Conf(Ti)≥ τt then Pos=Pos+ 1;
elseNeg= Neg+1;

end
// Use Equation 3.2 to update pattern confidence
UpdatePatternConfidence(Pj , Pos, Neg);

end
Normalize pattern scores;

//M step: recompute tuple confidence scores
foreach tupleTi in Tuplesdo

if Ti ∈ SeedP then Conf(Ti)=1;
else ifTi ∈ SeedN then Conf(Ti)=0;
// Use Equation 2.1 to update tuple confidence
elseUpdateTupleConfidence(Ti, Patterns);

end
end

Figure 2: TheEM Pattern Evaluation Algorithm

extendedSeedPS and SeedN sets of positive and negative
seed tuples. Finally, whenScorePatternsEMcompletes, we
recompute theτt threshold and can use it to select new
reliable seed tuples for the next iteration ofSnowballtraining.

We now delve into the experimental setup and evaluation
metrics for comparing variations ofSnowballand other infor-
mation extraction techniques.

Algorithm ScorePatternsEM-Spy(Patterns, SeedP , Tuples, MaxIteration)

Spy= randomly selected half ofSeedP tuples;
SeedPS = SeedP - Spy;
SeedN = {};
ScorePatternsEM(Patterns, SeedPS , SeedN , Tuples, MaxIteration);
SetτN such that10% of Spytuples haveConf< τN ;
Setτt such that10% of Spytuples haveConf≥ τt;

foreach tupleTi in Tuplesdo
if Conf(Ti) < τN then Add Ti to SeedN ;
if Conf(Ti) ≥ τt then Add Ti to SeedPS ;

end
ScorePatternsEM(Patterns, SeedPS , SeedN , Tuples, MaxIteration);
Updateτt such that90% of theSpytuples still haveConf≥ τt;
return τt;

Figure 3: TheEM-SpyPattern Evaluation Algorithm

4 Experimental Setup and Evaluation Metrics

Data Sets and Relations: We used three relations ex-
tracted from a collection of 145,000 articles from the New
York Times from 1996, available as part of the North Amer-
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ican News Text Corpus1. The relation statistics are summa-
rized in Figure 4.
Evaluation Methodology: The Ideal Relation: The ulti-
mate goal is to create a high-quality, comprehensive relation
that contains all the valid tuples in the collection. We call such
“perfect” relationIdeal, and evaluate system performance by
comparing the tuples in the extracted relation, to those in the
Ideal. For this, human annotators with the appropriate do-
main knowledge created anIdeal table manually for each re-
lation. Because of the human effort involved in the labeling
process, we were forced to restrict the sample size to about
100 documents for each relation combination.
Evaluation Metrics: After identifying Ideal, we compare
it against the tuples produced by the system,Extracted,
using adapted precision and recall metrics from information
retrieval [12]. Given the tableIdealand theExtractedFiltered
table that we have just created, we defineRecallas:

Recall =
|ExtractedFiltered

⋂
Ideal |

|Ideal |
(4.3)

where the intersection between relations is computed using
an approximate string match over attribute values. We give
more details on how we handle variations of attribute names
in [1]. Similarly, we definePrecisionas:

Precision =
|ExtractedFiltered

⋂
Ideal |

|ExtractedFiltered |
(4.4)

Extraction Methods Compared: We compared three vari-
ations ofSnowballwith two other systems, namelyBaseline
and our implementation ofDIPRE. These last two methods
require minimal or no training input from the user, and hence
are comparable.Snowball, DIPRE, andBaselineall rely on a
named-entity tagger to identify the entities in the document.
For this, we used LingPipe [2], which can be extended with
custom gazetteers such as lists of disease names. In con-
trast, state-of-the-art information extraction systems require
substantial manual labor for training.

• Baseline: This is our frequency-only baseline with co-
occurrence statistics collected over the whole collection
(described in [1].

• DIPRE: This is our implementation of theDIPRE sys-
tem with named-entity tags (described in [3]).

• Constraint: This is theSnowballsystem with Vector
Space (VS) acceptors, usingconstraint-based confidence
estimation.

• NB-EM: This is theSnowballsystem with Naive-Bayes
(NB) classifier acceptors, usingScorePatternsEMconfi-
dence estimation algorithm.

• VS-EM-Spy: This is theSnowballsystem withVSaccep-
tors, usingScorePatternsEM-Spyconfidence estimation
algorithm.

Additionally, we compareProteus, an information extraction
system developed for extracting a superset of theDiseaseOut-

1http://www.ldc.upenn.edu

Figure 5: Recall vs. precision ofBaseline, DIPRE, Con-
straint, NB-EM, andVS-EM-Spy(CompanyHeadquarters).

Figure 6: Recall vs. precision ofBaseline, DIPRE, Con-
straint, NB-EM, andVS-EM-Spy(MergersAcquisitions).

breaksrelation [8]2. Proteuswas tuned on a different docu-
ment collection from our test collection. Nevertheless, we
believe this is a fair comparison since none of the systems
were specifically tuned for the test collection.

5 Experimental Results

Figure 5 reports the system accuracy of extracting theCom-
panyHeadquartersrelation using ourIdeal precision and re-
call definitions. As we can see, bothNB-EMandVS-EM-Spy
perform on par with theConstraintmethod on this task. Ob-
serve also the strong performance ofBaseline: for frequently
occurring tuplesBaselinerivals and sometimes exceeds in
accuracy the “real” extraction systems that consider the text
contexts around the tuples.

Figure 6 reports the extraction accuracy for a more “dif-
ficult” relation, MergersAcquisitions. As we conjectured,
for this relation (which lacks true integrity constraints), the
EM-based methods have higher accuracy than the constraint-
based method. ForConstraintmethod, we used theTarget
attribute as key (i.e., a target company is only acquired by
one buyer); we also enforced the identity constraint, stating
that a company cannot buy itself.

We now evaluate the extraction systems accuracy over the

2While theProteussystem is not publicly distributed, we were allowed
to use an instance that was tuned for extracting infectious disease outbreaks,
with kind help and permission from Roman Yangarber, Ralph Grishman, and
Silja Hattunen at New York University.
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Relation Description Annotated Documents |Ideal|
CompanyHeadquarters(Organization, Location)Name and location of company headquarters 65 124
MergersAcquisitions(Buyer, Target) Name of the buyer and the acquisition target (victim) 68 69
DiseaseOutbreaks(Disease, Location) Name and location of a reported disease outbreak 125 78

Figure 4: Statistics on the test relations and labeled test documents.

Figure 7: Recall vs. precision ofBaseline, DIPRE, Con-
straint, NB-EM, andVS-EM-Spy, andProteus(DiseaseOut-
breaks).

DiseaseOutbreaksrelation. We compare the extraction sys-
tems above andProteus, a state-of-the-artmanually-tuned
information extraction system. As we can see in Figure 7,
Snowballvariations with no specific tuning forDiseaseOut-
breaksproduce results that are comparable with those for
Proteus. In fact, Snowballmanages to achieve recall that is
substantially higher than that ofProteuswhile maintaining
competitive precision.

6 Related Work

A partially supervised approach for extracting relations was
pioneered byDIPRE [3], and extended by others (e.g., ref-
erences [1, 14, 13, 9]). Recently, [6] presented the URNS
model for probabilistically assigning weights to extracted tu-
ples in the supervised setting (i.e., the patterns are specified
by hand). Reference [15] applies rational kernels for relation
extraction, which assign a confidence to the extracted entities.
[4] present method for estimating confidence of extraction for
the named-entity recognition tasks. To the best of our knowl-
edge, our work is the first to develop a general confidence
estimation method for partially supervised relation extraction
that does not rely on relation constraints or other heuristics.

7 Conclusions

We presented, to our knowledge, the first general method
for estimating confidence for partially supervised relation ex-
traction that models the confidence of automatically derived
extraction patterns. Our method can be used for relations
with no exploitable integrity constraints with the minimum
of human effort. We implemented and evaluated our algo-
rithms for different types of patterns including previously ex-
plored vector-space model, as well as for string-match and
classification-based extraction patterns. We showed that our

general EM-based confidence estimation method improves
extraction accuracy over heuristic-based methods, allowing
a partially supervised relation extraction system to achieve
accuracy comparable to a sophisticated manually tuned state-
of-the-art information extraction system.
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